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Three Person Exhibition for Open Studios and Fall 2007
Works on panel and paper by GUERRA, BLIGH and WOOD
Ana Guerra’s oil on panel pieces are made with many layers of transparent paint, creating complex spaces
punctuated by random occurrences. Her work is in the collections of the Frost Art Museum, MIT, UPenn and many private
Collectors, among others. She has exhibited her work actively since 1973 at museums and galleries throughout the Northeast
and Midwest USA. She was awarded a Painting Fellowship by the Cintas Foundation.
David Bligh’s mixed media works on paper evolve from his studies of philosophy as relative to creating art. He speaks
of Making places…as models or maps for emotion and memory… distilled from my trying to make a place that is familiar yet
unknown. Utilizing innovative printmaking techniques combined with refined painting and drawing skills, Bligh creates layers of
sophisticated subtle colorations and textures. Bligh’s exhibition experience includes the Lancaster Museum of Art, PA;
International Competition, Agora Gallery, NYC; Rhode Island School of Design; Sumei Arts in Newark, NJ and Clark University
Gallery, among other noted galleries in the Northeast.
Jennifer Wood originally trained as a glassblower and sculptor; she has been painting since 1990. Combining
drawing, painting and collage she creates mixed media work that is influenced by nature, psychology, commerce and global
considerations. Her current pieces are on panel, paper or canvas and combine detailed painting with found materials, antique
stamp images, maps and unexpected objects. Her query to the art audience Can it make you wonder in a new way?, is playful
but also serious. Wood’s exhibition experience includes numerous shows at MassArt, as well as Group Shows at the Society of
Arts and Crafts and Cyclorama both in Boston, among other galleries.
This exhibition will run through October 9, 2007. Hours are by appointment Monday through Saturday, and for Open
Studios weekend only 11 AM - 6 PM both days, September 15 and 16. Gallery AA/B is located at 535 Albany Street, Suite 3B,
Boston, MA. For more information please call at (617) 574- 0022 or visit www.artadvisoryboston.com.
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